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THE MANUAL LOCKING SHOULDER JOINT 
     At the 2002 MEC, LTI introduced the improved Collier Shoulder Joint which was still being 
shown at the 2005 MEC.  In 2006, the Collier design was replaced by a completely new joint 
with greatly improved durability.  The original joint had an option of adding on an electric 
unlocking mechanism that was slow and noisy.  A year later in the summer of 2007 an electric 
unlock was made available for the new joint.  This paper will discuss the design features of this 
new shoulder joint and the kit that can convert it to a joint that is locked and unlocked by an 
electric actuator. 
 

 
Figure 1.  The LTI SJ90 Manual 
Lock Shoulder Joint. 

Table 1.  Design Goals for the 2006 LTI Locking Shoulder Joint   
The flexion-extension axis will have two states – locked and free to swing. 
The adduction-abduction axis will have adjustable friction. 
Both axes will sustain at least a 50 ft-lb (68 Nm) load. 
A center hole will accommodate wires and connectors. 
The lock will engage every 10 degrees. 
The lock will alternate between states like a retractable ball point pen. 
A spring will provide delayed locking if the joint is not initially aligned. 
Both size and weight will be minimized while meeting all other goals. 
The mechanism should serve a heavy user for five or more years. 
The lock must operate manually or with a Bowden cable and remote lever. 
Corrosion resistant materials will be used throughout.  
Out of fairness to those who had the Collier joint and might want to upgrade: 

The bolt circle and screw spacing for mounting will be unchanged. 
The mounting ring will be the same size. 
The Collier humeral plate will fit the new joint. 

      
     In less than two years several hundred SJ90 Shoulder Joints have been delivered.  The first 
joints were sent to users who had had difficulty maintaining the older joint.  These tests 
uncovered several weaknesses which were immediately corrected.  Two other structural 
problems later occurred at the 2% level.  They have been addressed in the 2008 run.  Important 
features of the mechanism are in figures 2-3.   While the joint is relatively thin and only 58 mm 
in diameter, it will withstand heavy loads.  The ball races are far apart, and the locking posts are 
on a large diameter circle.  Furthermore six plungers share the load when the lock is engaged.  
 

  
Figure 2.  Unlock cam ring 
drives six plungers. The large 
pin is driven by the puller. 

Figure 3.  Six plungers move outward to engage slots 
between 36 posts in rotor.  The large diameter ball races 
withstand the full 50 ft-lb (68Nm) design torque. 

Figure 4.  The 36 posts in 
the rotor are hardened 
stainless steel dowel pins. 
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DESIGN GOALS FOR THE ELECTRIC UNLOCK KIT 
     It was surprisingly difficult to 
specify the design of the electric 
unlock because many requirements 
could only be added by dropping 
others.  For instance, a cable puller 
to activate the reciprocator on the 
manual unlock joint would not fit 
in a convenient space.  The final 
design is integral to the joint. 
 
New Actuator Becomes Available 
     A breakthrough in the design came with the availability of the miniature hobby linear actuator 
shown in figure 1.  It comes in both high-speed and high-force versions, and the latter proved to 
work best.  Mechanical tests showed that the new actuator could both lock and unlock the joint 
mechanism by pushing or pulling a spring similar to the one used in the manual lock joint.  The 
spring is attached directly to the puller that moves the lock.  Figure 5 shows all the parts.  The 
actuator only needs to move 9.6 mm between the positions where the drive motor stalls.  
     The actuator has a simple plug to attach to any LTI cable set.  Cables are offered with 
connections for most of the available prosthetic switches and standard 7.2V batteries.  A 5V 
regulator is placed between the battery and switch so that the actuator is never overdriven.    

  
Figure 5. The actuator moves only 11 mm to move the 
puller left or right.  When the puller is stuck the spring 
takes up the motion and stores it for later release. 

Figure 6.  The base plate supplied with the manual joint 
on the left is held in place by only two screws making it 
easy to substitute the electric unlock base on the right. 

 

Figure 1.  The Linear Actuator 
Stroke ─ 20 mm  
Force at peak efficiency ─ 15 N at 7 mm/s   
Max Power Point ─ 18 N at 6 mm/s  
Max speed (no load) ─ 12 mm/s  
Current draw at peak efficiency ─ 250 mA  
Input voltage ─ 5 V DC  
Feedback mode ─ 2 kΩ linear pot. 
Feedback potentiometer linearity ─ 1% 
Mass ─ 19 g 
Operating temperature ─ –10 to +50°C 

Table 2.  Design List for the Electric Unlock 
It must go with other manufacturer’s batteries and controls. 
It must be easy to change a manual joint into an electric unlock joint. 
No extra control circuitry should be required. 
All actuators, motors or gears should be off-the-shelf-items. 
A spring between the actuator and lock for delayed lock or unlock. 
The actuator must be quiet and able to act in a second or less. 
Must fit below the joint in the same area as the manual-joint actuator. 
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